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Editorial
Congratulations go to Jeny Miller with
Foxfold Coalition for winning the TD
stake at Midland Border Collie Club’s trial
under judge Len Newman and, once again
, to Julie Atkins and WT. Ch Our Dug for
winning the TD ticket at ASPADS trial at
Oxford under judge Anne Collen.
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A few readers remarked that the trials calendar printed in the January issue was not
in the centre pages, making it difficult to
pull it out for wall mounting. Well, we
have reprinted it in this issue and have
made sure it is in the centre pages.

North East Counties WTS OP
Surrey DTS CH
BAGSD OP
Lincolnshire GSD AND ABTS OP
ASPADS CH
Ranmore DTC OP
Leamington DTC CH

Over the past few years I have been
nagged, cajoled and downright reprimanded because WTM doesn’t have a website.
There has been a good reason for this.
The biggest threat I see to small publications such as WTM is the internet – please
don’t get me wrong, although the internet
has revolutionised the way we acquire information the trouble is finding a way to
make it cost effective. As you know working trials is not a large sport and financially
WTM at best breaks even. If I put a website up mirroring the information in WTM
it will hurt sales. Jenny Harvey (my predecessor) found this out when she put up a
website eight years ago and had to remove
most of the working trials content.

Cover photo by: Barrie James

The opinions expressed within this magazine are not necessarily those of the Editorial staff. Written permission must be
obtained for any item to be reproduced
whether in newsletters or on the Internet.
©
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After a lot of thought I felt that while I
agree that we need a website the content
has to be regulated or we could end up
with nothing at all. By the time you read
this
http://www.workingtrialsmonthly.co.uk
should be live. Initially the content is
aimed at newcomers and supplying general information about working trials, along
with contacts for all the working trial societies.
Oh, and the ability to subscribe on line.
Over the next few months I shall be adding additional content in a subscribers only
area with the ultimate aim being a website
which is kept up to date with all the latest
information reports and adverts.
Oh, and did I mention the ability to subscribe online!!
As always your views and suggestions
are not only welcome but are very much
needed.

On a more sombre note, this has to be the
most depressing issue I have ever put together as it carries no less than four obituaries.
Our thoughts go out to the families and
friends of these well known trialists, the
passing of whom will leave a very large
gap in trials.
Mark Skillin
Editior

DON’T FORGET . . . . ENTRIES CLOSING
March
3rd		
		
4th		
		
8th		
		
10th		
		
10th		
		
13th		
		
26th		
		

Hucknall & District
OP
(Alfreton, 19 - 22 March)
ASPADS
CH
(Enfield, ends 4th April
Surrey DTS
CH
(Ockley, 13th - 17th April 2010)
Banbury
OP
(Hinton in the Hedges, 10 - 11th April)
Yorkshire WTS
OP
(Wakefield, 3rd - 4th April)
West Herts WTS
OP
(Piccotts End, 28th - 28th March)
Midland Counties GSDA
OP
(Ollerton, 28th April - 2nd May)

TD WD UD
TD WD UD CD
TD UD CD
TD UD CD
PD TD WD UD CD
TD WD UD CD
PD WD UD CD

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY THESE DATES
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handler.
Emma was a complete change for Alice, a
lovely grey standard poodle-Iabrador cross
which she also worked in obedience and
working trials. Alice also trained her to
do a shopping basket retrieve for club displays, this entailed bringing and putting
all the articles in the basket in the correct
order and carrying the basket and contents
back to Alice.
Alice’s Working Trials Champion was
Dringhoe Elite bred by Irene and John
Grantham.
Elite was by Ali of Neypol and worked
by policeman John Birks so her pet name
became Birke. The tickets were won at
Skipsea and Tow Law as Alice did not like
driving too far to strange places.
Increasing deafness began causing Alice a
problem in the control and agility section
of trials and she was very conscious that
she would not hear the stewards instructions, so she would watch other competitors and memorise the round.
Gaby was Alice’s final shepherd which she
got as a puppy when she was 86 years old
and proved quite a handful. Nothing
daunted she set about her training and put
us younger mortals to shame. I became
transport manager when driving became
too much and took Alice to her last few trials. Lincoln in November 2006 was their
last trial doing beautiful nosework in the
utility Dog Stake but unfortunately the
control section took its toll.
When Alice could no longer train - Gaby
became her telephone dog alerting Alice
whenever the phone rang.
Alice will be remembered for her great
knowledge of the German Shepherd Dog
and her physical fitness striding across
fields tracking her beloved dogs.
Mary G. Hardacre

Obituaries
ALlCE WITIY
13th JAN 1915 -15th JAN 2010
Sadly Alice died in January just after her
95th birthday.
Alice’s great love was the German Shepherd Dog of which she had many and she
liked nothing more than spending hours
training especially the nosework. Alice
had been
a member of the B.A.A., Scarborough All
Breeds Dog Training Club and the Vale of
Pickering Dog Training Club as well as
many Working Trials Societies.
Alice met Neil and Paddy Alexander at the
B.A.A. and Scarborough clubs and together they embarked on training their dogs for
working trials. Paddy became Alice’s very
close friend and mentor and they spent
hours training and discussing their dogs
performances. They all competed in trials and Alice also competed in obedience
competitions. When Paddy’s disabilities
got the better of her I took over the roll of
tracklayer together with other members of
the Hutton Buscel Gang.
One of her first competition dogs was
called Kruga and he was a brilliant nosework dog but a pain to live with as he could
never settle. Reluctantly Alice let him go to
the Lincolnshire Police where he became a
legend. Two cars had been stolen and later
found by the police. The dog section was
called and Kruga picked up the scent leaving one car and tracked until the thief was
arrested. He was taken back to the second
car and tracked this thief until he was also
arrested. Kruga was not working with his
normal handler who had broken his leg
and the replacement handler could not
work his own dog as it too had a broken
leg. Kruga and the handler were awarded
the Lord Brownlow trophy in 1982 for an
outstanding incident involvin~ a dog and
5

Sally Bergh-Roose

who had shepherds and selected pups that
looked to be promising.. We spent hours no DAYS! discussing dogs and bloodlines
and looking at who had what and where
was the best place to go for a pup. One had
bad hips, one had calcium deposits on the
shoulders, one sat in the middle of the lawn
with a tracking harness on and refused to
move all afternoon! Eventually she got
“Bodie”, Olderhill Argonaut was Anne
Butler’s breeding but bred by John & Sandra Tipping. He was a star and Sally got
the best out of him. Although there were
some entertaining moments on the way like the day at Enfield where he went over
the scale, waited beautifully until recalled
and then, out of Sally’s sight, decided to
take off down the field to investigate something! It was the first and last time that he
pulled that stunt!
After Bodie came Chaos, Olderhill Abeth.
Again Anne Butler’s breeding but this
time bred by Jill Elliott as Ann had passed
away. I don’t know how many hours we
spent looking at that litter. By now my
daughter had been born and I was able
to go with Sally to look at the pups. We
went at least once a week from when they
were about three weeks old. Sally was adamant that she wanted a sable dog so we
narrowed it down to a couple of pups. But
there was a sable bitch that just kept trying
to get our attention. Sally couldn’t decide
between two boys and for various reasons,
Jill suggested she take the two home for
the weekend - she put the bitch in the car
for good measure. By the end of the weekend Sally finally realised that she should
have the bitch! Chaos was a super worker
and Sally had one litter from her, Hudson and Mallik both competed although
Hudson was Sally’s baby, so like grandad
Bodie. Ji, Toilers Timo at Sarsway and his
daughter, Taos and grandson, Che were
with Sally at the end.

What a depressing start to the year. I was
stunned, as I think most people were, to
be told that Sally had been taken to hospital. For her to be gone, a month later, just
seems quite unreal.
Sally’s childhood was full of dogs and ponies, being packed off for the day during
school holidays and not going home until
dark. She told me of “that Italian man” who
used to visit and talk to her mother about
GSDs - Mr.Leonard Pagliero, a name some
may know well! She gave up on the ponies
but continued with her passion for dogs,
German Shepherds in particular.
Sally and I met through dogs, at Cippenham Dog Training Club, and they were
the link behind our long friendship. Cippenham arranged some WT training with
a police dog handler from Slough and although quite a few people started training,
most fell by the wayside. We bought the
few books that were available and read
what we were supposed to do and then
went and taught each other. Eventually we
decided we really needed to attend a working trial, so “I will, if you will”, we entered
Oxford Open (as it then was) at Garsington. Sally & I were hooked. We had a great
day out, met some lovely people and our
dogs even did some of the exercises correctly! Some of those people are still with
us today, sadly others have already gone.
Sally’s GSD “Lady” had been purchased
as a pet and was about four years old when
we discovered trials. Lady wasn’t keen on
the gun test although otherwise she was a
credit to Sally’s training. So Sally went in
search of a pup with the intention of starting off WT training from the beginning.
This turned out to be fraught with disaster. If I had not known Sally I would have
been wondering what on earth she was
doing to these pups. She looked at pedigrees, talked to breeders, talked to people
6

As with most of us, WT is a hobby and
the rest of life has a tendency to interfere.
So it was with Sally. She had work and a
family growing up so training had to be
fitted in and although we did get to Scarborough a couple of times, mostly we were
restricted to trials nearer to home. She has
been so close to winning tickets with different dogs but as always, that little bit of
luck kept evading her. Ji should have won
PD tickets but of course, life again, Sally
moved to Greendale Kennels and had other things to think about. Then he injured
his back so was retired.
Sally enjoyed judging WT, always taking
it very seriously and thinking about her
tests beforehand. She was always fair and
made competitors feel relaxed, memories
of our early days and how nervous we were
at our first trials making her endlessly patient. That extended to her tolerance of my
change from GSDs to ACDs - she was the
first person to visit when I had my first
ACD pup. She probably knew more about
ACDs in the UK than half the people who
are currently members of the ACD Society! We had been attending Crufts when
it was still at Earls Court, often as a gang
from Windsor and District DTC, but some
years just the two of us. Then when Crufts
moved to the NEC in 1991 I had a Breed
Stand to sort out so Sally came and helped.
We have had an annual holiday at Crufts
every year since, staying overnight, meeting old friends and making new ones. I
am so glad that she was with me last year
when I was judging, we had a great weekend, staying in the “posh” hotel too! We
had already booked for this year, it just
won’t be quite the same.
Dogs not only took us to different parts
of the UK but also overseas. We shared a
part-time job helping animal photographer
Tracy Morgan. Sally and I worked with
Tracy in her studio but also on shoots in

Europe for various dog books. Handling
the dogs so that Tracy could get the best
shots of them then led to us being asked
to write a basic dog training book. That
was a whole new experience for both of us
and I can’t imagine doing the same thing
with anyone else without falling out with
them over it! We did give the editor a lot of
grief though! Especially when he wanted
to print the photo with the dog on the right
side of the handler “because it looks better
on the page”!
I could go on and on. We had so much fun
over the years, despite the sorrows that inevitably come along.. I know Sally would
want us all to remember the good times. I
am sure there are a lot of happy dogs on the
rainbow bridge now that they are with their
mum again. Happy Trialling just won’t be
the same without you, rest in peace Sal.
Stella Carpenter

BILL HUNTER
There was great sadness felt by many in
working trials in Scotland when the news
reached them that Bill Hunter had passed
away. Up until the end, Bill was cared for
by Anna to whom he had been married for
46 years.
A Labrador man through and through, Bill
became interested in working trials when
Anna started competing with her lab Kilda
in 1976. Throughout his time in trials, Bill
carried out just about every task possible.
He enjoyed tracklaying and judging at trials and he was SWTS Trials Secretary for
six years, alongside Anna who was Treasurer for twelve years. For nine years he
undertook the task of Trials Manager of
the North East trial – four years at Glendye
and five years at the current Base, Inchnabobart, Ballater. The first year at Balmor7

trials then but even I knew Papillons didn’t
do trials!
Mary didn’t drive and had been delivered
to the trial by taxi.

al, the Queen’s cottage was being built and
a barn was used as the Base. Bill and Anna
carried all the water for a two day trial
from Aberdeen, forty odd miles away, plus
trestle tables, forms, catering supplies,
kitchen equipment, and two sets of agility
equipment – the list is never ending. It was
a challenge and good fun and Bill’s good
humour would always shine through.
He competed very successfully in trials, winning a TD ticket and reserve with
Tara, his black Labrador who excelled at
her nosework.
He was an absolute gentleman and will be
very much missed.
Lorna Cottier

Mary was competing in CD that day and
I watched her in fascination. Firstly the
competitors and dog had to climb over a
barbed wire fence to get into the field. The
Papillon, wearing a fur lined, royal blue
coat with turned back collar was thrown
over, no problem, then there was much
huffing and puffing and hoisting of undergarments as Mary was thrown over by
helpful observers. The dog proceeded to
do all the required tasks (still in the coat
which weighed as much as the dog) perfectly well until it was time to do the long
jump.
I am not sure if all you people who work
normal sized dogs are aware that small
dogs can’t see over the long jump so see
what they can see as a flat surface and
you have to train them to jump into oblivion and not walk over the jump. It shows
great trust between owner and dog when
a small dog jumps successfully. Anyway,
the crowd in the bushes along the fence
(which had heard of Mary competing and
was quite large by this time) watched in
amazement as Mary picked up the dog
high above her head and showed it the far
side of the jump and then promptly threw
the dog over the length of the jump.
I will have to look up the results in an old
WTM, but I am sure she qualified! I vaguely remember the judge being Eric Roberts,
if it was; I know he will not have forgotten
Mary. We then had to get Mary back over
the fence which involved more huffing and
puffing from us. I would not have missed
this for the world and it is one incident of
many that made me fall in love with working trials and appreciate the characters that
can thrive in our world.

MARY STEWART MOFFAT
I was sad to read in Dog World that Mary
Moffat had died recently. I send her a
Christmas card each year and each year
get a card back with pictures of whichever
Papillon she was training and long tales of
her trips to shows.
I am not sure how many of you will remember Mary Moffat, but once you have
met her, you do not forget her.
I first met Mary at the SWTS trial near
Dundonald when the base was held in a
big cold musty country house. To get the
to trial, you had to have a car as there were
definitely no buses in this area, so when I
saw this height challenged lady in a mop
cap, holding a wicker basket with a cover
over it, wandering around the bare kitchen
looking for a cup of tea, I thought it was
some lady who had wandered off the beaten path and got lost. I went to help her and
offered to drive her to where she wanted
to go when I saw the basket start to move
and quiver. Much to my amazement, out
popped a Papillon head. I was very new to
8

SATS
SATS has a new secretary, please forward
all future correspondence to:
Sharon Carter at Fairmead, Stalisfield,
Faversham, Kent. ME13 0HY
Telephone. 01795 890415

I continued to meet Mary at Scottish trials and obedience competitions in Carlisle
where she could easily catch a train to
from Dumfries. Each time she took a taxi
or train to these trials and qualified two
Papillons CD Ex. I know of no one else
who put this much effort into their sport.

NEWS FROM THE KENNEL CLUB

Mary never went onto teach her Papillons
to track so when she become older and a
little stiffer in the joints, in 2001 she took
up Freestyle and Heelwork to Music to
keep her dogs using their brains and keeping herself fit and mobile.
The last Papillon Mary was competing
with is called Rooskie (Longcrags Rooskie) who can be seen in videos on You Tube
being trained by Mary.

CITY & GUILDS NPTC RECOGNITION FOR KENNEL CLUB
ACCREDITED INSTRUCTOR
SCHEME
The Kennel Club Accredited Instructor Scheme (KCAI) has become the first
nationally recognised qualification in the
UK for instructors involved in teaching
dog training and canine behaviour.

North Derbyshire Agility Club marked the
passing of Mary Moffat by dedicating their
September Show held over a weekend, to
Mary when one minutes silence was held
each day, as a mark of respect for a lady
who was greatly admired for her spirit and
sheer determination.

City & Guilds NPTC, the biggest awarding body in the UK for vocational awards,
has formally endorsed the scheme and
recognised the Kennel Club as an Approved Centre for offering the national
qualification – the Kennel Club National
Quality Award for Instructors in Dog
Training and Canine Behaviour.

Mary’s presence will be missed at all the
events she participated in– she will remain
in my thoughts for many years.
Deb Allen

This means that for the first time in the
UK, instructors involved in teaching dog
training and advising on canine behaviour
will have the opportunity to gain a nationally recognised, credible and externally
verified qualification. Dog owners and
dog training enthusiasts will also benefit
by having the reassurance of a national
standard to ensure that they are provided
with the best quality advice and service.

Club Focus
BAGSD AGM
Due to the bad weather the BAGSD AGM
had to be cancelled. It will now be held
on Sunday 7th March 2010 at 6a Poole
Street, Woodford Hasle, NN11 3TS, starting at 2pm.

Kennel Club Vice Chairman, and Chairman of the KCAI Board, Bill Hardaway,
said, “This qualification will formally

Anyone needing any more details, please
contact Sheila Tannert on 01773 833456
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recognise the knowledge and experience
of the many hard-working, dedicated and
competent instructors teaching dog training and advising on canine behaviour.
The KCAI Scheme is an integral part of
the Kennel Club’s strategy for protecting
dog owners and their dogs from poor advice and service.

Instructors in Dog Training and Canine
Behaviour.
On the second day of DFS Crufts 2010,
Friday 12th March 2010, the new National Quality Award is being formally
launched and Kennel Club Accredited Instructors will receive the UK’s very first
Kennel Club National Quality Awards for
Instructors in Dog Training and Canine
Behaviour. Visitors will be able to see a
KCAI: Inspirational Instruction Master
Class which illustrates the magic of truly
great teachers delivering effective dog
training.

“From its inception, this scheme has
aimed to set the quality benchmark for
instruction and teaching in the canine
world in the UK and to be able to offer
this formally at a national level with City
& Guilds NPTC underlines our commitment to excellence.”

Novice dog owners and their new dogs
will be trained by KCAI Accredited Instructor, and renowned dog trainer and
actress, Annie Clayton. Annie will work
with 3 novice dog owners and their dogs
to teach them a mini Heelwork to Music
routine in under half an hour. None of the
participants will have had any prior training in Heelwork to Music so the benefits
of quality effective teaching will be clear
for all to see.

City & Guilds NPTC Chief Executive,
Jack Ward, said, “As the country’s leading provider of vocational education, City
& Guilds NPTC has been very impressed
by the level of maturity in the KCAI
Scheme’s administrative framework and
the quality assurance in the verification
processes offered. We are very excited
about working with the Kennel Club to
deliver this new national qualification.”

Background
The Kennel Club Accredited Instructor
Scheme for Dog Training Instructors and
Canine Behaviourists (KCAI) was formally launched at Crufts in 2004, and has
over 40 Accredited Instructors with many
hundreds working towards accreditation. Such notable figures in the world of
dog training as John Rogerson and Peter
Lewis are KCAI Accredited Instructors.
Over the last few years the Kennel Club
has looked into the issues surrounding
dog training, with concerns that anyone
can set themselves up as a dog trainer

Those wishing to know more about the
scheme and the new qualification can
visit the KCAI area on the Dog Activities
Stand at DFS Crufts 2010 throughout the
show which runs from 11th - 14th March.
Accredited Instructors will be on hand
to explain the benefits of membership of
the scheme and help all those involved in
every aspect of teaching dog training and
advising on canine behaviour. Advice and
encouragement will be offered to anyone
interested in achieving one of the first ever
Kennel Club National Quality Awards for
10

without qualifications and give training
and behavioural advice as an ‘expert’, to a
‘blissfully’ unaware general public.

GOLDEN WONDER
Heelwork
In trials, heelwork is probably the most tedious exercise we teach, maybe excepting
stays. At the end of the day there are only
five points for heelwork (fifteen in CD) and
of course it is possible to qualify at all levels without any marks at all for heelwork!
The Golden Wonder’s best asset is his
looks so with that in mind I set about
training him to look stylish in heelwork. I
like to see a dog stepping out in heelwork
lifting his head attentively and working
freely, i.e. not leaning onto the handler, nor
of course sniffing the ground, losing concentration or wandering off.

Several organisations have formed over
time, all trying to address standards in
dog training and give educational guidance to their members. The KCAI Scheme
complements others, but goes further in
unifying all aspects of knowledge and experience in the world of dogs. It oversees
personal development and recognises
each member as an individual in the role
they wish to play.
What is it all about?
This is the first really comprehensive
scheme that, in its flexibility, allows anyone who is instructing, advising or teaching others at any level to join, whatever
their interest in dogs. A primary aim of
the scheme is to set a national standard
to safeguard the public, but it also aims
to guide its members in their search for
knowledge and experience, encompassing
a wealth of information and sharing ideas
for improving the future of dog training
and behavioural advice.

I teach heelwork in separate parts;
1.
Food catching
2.
Food following
3.
Hand target
4.
Heelwork position touching the
hand
5.
Heelwork position – no hands!
Food catching
It might not seem anything like heelwork, but I teach the dog to catch food to
get attention and a raised head. As most
dogs are not well co-ordinated enough to
catch until they are five or six months of
age the Golden Wonder did not start this
exercise until he was about ten months. I
tried several times to see if he was developed enough to catch to no avail. Finally I
reckoned he must be old enough – just not
quick enough, so I set about teaching him
to catch.
Twice a day, before feeding, I stood with a
pot of large kibble on the work top in the
kitchen and the other dogs shut outside. I
took one piece of kibble in my left hand
and let the Golden Wonder sniff it. As he

How does it work?
Members are credited with points according to their personal level of understanding of issues relating to dog training, behaviour and welfare and assessed on the
all important ability to show practical evidence of the service offered to the public.
Members agree to be bound by a Code of
Practice and, recognised for their individual levels of expertise, are registered on a
database for public/professional/membership referral.
11

was smelling it I raised my hand about a
foot over his head and dropped the kibble.
It hit him on the head and fell to the floor.
He quickly followed it and ate it off the
floor. I got another piece out of the bowl
and repeated the game. We tried again
and again without success so the Golden
Wonder tried his own variation – he tried
to snatch it from my hand, when he did this
I simply raised my hand; he had to learn
to catch after I dropped, not jump and
snatch. When he stopped jumping I would
drop and he would head butt it and chase
it around the floor. I dropped piece after
piece. Each time he tried his best to catch
but missed. No matter he got them off the
floor. I experimented by dropping at differing heights. Closer to his mouth (easier
to catch?) higher up (more time to see it
coming?) and finally he caught a piece!
Good Dog! I rewarded him by putting the
whole bowl with remaining contents on
the floor for him to devour. I wanted him
to know that catching the kibble was far
preferable to scrabbling on the floor to get
one bit.
Each meal time we repeated the above
process and after a couple of weeks he finally began to improve. At this stage, to
give more catching opportunities when
he caught a piece I would give him a free
handful of food but not the whole bowlful, so we could have several more goes
per meal. Slowly, slowly he was becoming more eye – mouth co-ordinated. and I
learnt the height from which he caught the
most.
As we became more proficient I raised the
bar. Now he had to catch two successive
pieces to gain a ‘free’ handful. We stayed
at this level for about another week with
twice daily practises until two successive
catches were occurring regularly. Then I
upped the reward criteria again, he had to
catch three in a row to get a free handful.

We stuck at this level for a very long time
and at times I nearly threw in the towel in
despair, but suddenly we progressed and he
learnt to catch three in a row successfully.
All this time he had been learning to concentrate on watching my hand. There was
no warning when the food was dropped so
he watched it like a hawk. He learnt to concentrate because he wanted the food. He
also developed the ability to hold his head
up for several minutes at a time and he
learnt not to look away at any distraction
because if he did I just walked away from
the bowl and terminated the game. All this
and I did nothing but stand still and drop
his kibble one piece at a time. Now we
were ready to progress to the second stage
of heelwork training.
Food following
I am fortunate to have a large kitchen so
the progression to this second part of heelwork training was easy. The Golden Wonder had got used to me dropping food from
above his head. All I had to do was to take
a step or two forward with the piece of kibble in my hand and drop it as soon as he
attempted to follow it. I needed to tease
him a couple of time and soon he learnt to
keep his head – or rather his mouth directly under the kibble as it moved forward.
Now we were moving it felt a lot more like
heelwork. I found he was more successful
in the beginning if I stopped and dropped
once he got the idea of keeping his mouth
under the titbit as I walked. Soon we were
able to move this exercise out onto the patio where instead of taking a bowl of food I
simply used a pouch on my right hand side
so I could replenish my left hand quickly
from my right after each drop. The Golden
Wonder really got into the swing of this
and before long he was able to catch most
pieces even whilst moving at a reasonable
pace. At this stage I dropped the titbit when
12

he stepped out smartly, - dropped when he
trotted with style. Now I was shaping style
as well as attention. He was still not in the
heelwork position but he was moving stylishly at arms length on my left hand side
and he looked stunning!

stunning he was when I did not notice a
branch lying on the ground and walked
straight into it. Not having time to think I
hit the ground at great speed and lay there
full length in the mud. The Golden Wonder thought this new exciting addition to
the exercise was great fun and jumped all
over me with delight! The Golden Wonder
might be pretty but I guess I am not so stylish then.

Warning!
This week I whilst practising my heelwork,
I was looking at my dog and thinking how

TRIAL REPORTS
up for grabs here says it all. Finally the
recall - and you either get it or not. All
competitors made a good stab at this test.
Very well done.

NORTH EAST COUNTIES WTS
OPEN TRIAL
4 – 5 July 2009
Alnwick

Terry Austin and GHYLLBECK
NIMBOSTRATUS, Large Munsterlander,
D, 301.5
2nd
Lynn Davies and MISTER MISFIT MONGREL, X-Breed, D, 269
3rd
Heather Patrick and SELDOMSEEN ZIGGY, WSD, B, 260.5
1st

STAKE: PD
Judge: JOHN GRAY
Tracklayers: Fran Mitchell, Tracey Park
Stewards: Avril, Bill Richardson
Criminals: Nelson Smith, Tracey Park,
John Smith

* * * * * *

SURREY DTS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

Many thanks to North East Counties for the
invitation to judge the PD stake. My stewards were Avril and Bill, and tracks were
laid by Fran and Tracey – thank you all.
All dogs tracked very, very well, and control was performed to an excellent standard, but unfortunately the jumps caught up
with two of the dogs.
The manwork started with the quarter and
location round three hides, which was well
performed. The chase and detention, with
a little distraction, was next – good! The
escort followed, with no real problems.
However, the test of courage was by far the
worst performed exercise – only 20 points

9 – 11 July 2009
Holmbury St Mary, Surrey
STAKE: PD
Judge: PAUL MORLING
Tracklayers: Stan Ford, Bert Maynard
Steward: Karen Warner
Criminals: Dave Clark, Andy Baker,
Bert Maynard, Karen Warner
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3rd, 4th and 5th places were decided by a
run off.

Thank you to Surrey DTS for the invitation
to judge my first PD ticket. Thank you to
Trials Manager, Stan Ford, and his committee for putting on an excellent trial and the
girls in the kitchen for providing such great
food. Also for providing me with excellent
accommodation with a warm welcome and
great food.
I would like to thank my criminals, Andy,
Dave, Bert and Karen, for their help and
support. It is great to have that level of
experience behind you, especially at your
first ticket appointment. Thanks to you all,
I really appreciated it.
The tracking was on lush grass and the
tracks were expertly laid by Bert and Stan,
with all the teams qualifying the nosework.
Two teams went out on the C/A leaving
five. There were 4 points separating the
first four dogs with the 5th dog 11 points
behind, so it was anybody’s ticket.
My PD round began with a short quarter,
with the criminal round the corner of the
field to the handler, so no commands or
back up could be given to the dog. Only
when I heard a good speak did I allow the
handler to join their dog. The hide criminal was then escorted back to the start pole,
attacking the handler on the way. The recall was next and was quite short, but not
impossible, and as the dog returned to his
handler the criminal ran on and joined the
others for the test of courage. In this test
the dog had to cover a good distance to
reach the criminals who put up a concerted
effort to keep him out.
Next was a quarter that took in the whole
field. From the point of location of the
criminal the dog was then sent on the chase
back across the field, and so ended the test.
All the dogs worked to a very high standard and were a credit to their handlers. The
recall was the defining moment in this test,
and Gary’s decision to give Roy two commands in quick succession won the day, as,
although marks were lost for an extra command, Roy recalled. Good call.

Gary Martin with TYTRI ROY,
BC, D. Excellent handling kept this team
in contention and Gary’s tactical recall decision won the ticket. Roy has a great attitude and I know they will continue to do
well in the future. Congratulations. Q, 285
2nd
Dean Woodcock with LAETARE
LEFT IN THE DARK AT SAMDAIS, BC,
B. Another cracking round from this team.
Always good to watch. Just needed Gary
to slip up on this occasion. Q, 279.5
3rd
Lauren Marlow with JOTUNHEIM KID, Mali, D. It’s great to see
this team working to such a high standard.
Dennis is not an easy dog and all that work
has really paid off. Q, 272
4th
Mick Tustain with JOTUNHEIM
VIP, Mali, D.
When this team work a PD round the
adrenaline seems to be floating in the air.
Another very professional round. Q, 272
1st

Also qualifying:
Manda McLellan with ASTRA STORM,
BC, D. Unlucky, got beaten up by the
Mali’s in the run off for third place. I know
you’ll get your own back in the future! Q,
272
* * * * * *

BAGSD
OPEN TRIAL
29 – 31 August 2009
Oxspring
STAKE: PD
Judge: MALCOLM SNOWDEN
Tracklayers: Jeff Margreaves, Graham
Reaney
Steward: Joan Snowden
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TRIALS MANAGER’S REPORT

Many thanks to BAGSD for the invitation
to judge my first PD. Thank you to Brian
and the team for looking after us so well,
and to Arthur and his wife for allowing the
trial to run at their home. Many thanks to
my tracklayers, Jeff and Graham, and to
Joan for square laying and stewarding.
I was pleased to be told that there was an
entry of 13 dogs. The stake was run over
2 days, with 11 dogs competing. Unfortunately, the tracking conditions were difficult, and only four dogs were still qualifying after the nosework, but all four were
still in with a chance going into the PD
round. I set the patrol round wanting to see
a little control of the dog. I put hides up
to help the dogs quarter. Most dogs made
a good attempt at all the exercises, and I
finished with one qualifier. Thank you to
all who entered, and I hope you found the
test enjoyable.

I’ll start by saying a special thanks to all my
helpers for making this a very successful
trial, well done – brilliant as usual. Janet
for being Trials Secretary and Base Steward, for all the hard work you do during and
after the trial - you always do a brilliant
job, thank you so much. The kitchen staff,
Bob, Annie and Jenny, who do a great job
keeping everyone fed and watered. And
many thanks to Joan and Malcolm for all
their help and as usual supplying us with a
comfortable bed and looking after us.
A special thank you to the Judges, Judith
Owens-Poole (PD), Gary Martin (WD),
Caroline Martin (UD) and Linda Newbold
(CD and UD/WD C/A); all the judges set
excellent tests and were very conscientious
with their judging. Thank you all for judging and being such good company.
Thank you to the farmers for allowing us
on their land; I think we are very fortunate
to have such generous and understanding
farmers. Thanks again to the Lincolnshire
Showground for letting us use the car parks
for the control.
Whilst competitors are picking up after
their dogs, some are leaving it behind their
vehicles and driving off without it. Fortunately one of our helpers happened to
check the Showground where people had
parked their vehicles and picked up 6 bags
of poo. If the Showground Manager had
found them it could have cost us the venue.
So please make sure you clean up and take
it with you.
I hope the competitors enjoyed the trial.
Congratulations to those who qualified and
the best of luck next time for those that
didn’t. Seeing people do well and enjoying themselves is what makes it all worth
while. Good luck to one and all.

Heather Patrick and SELDOMSEEN ZIGGY, 278, Q.
At times I
didn’t think you were going to make it, but
you got there in the end. Very well done!
2nd
Bill Richardson and CAPER
KALI, 275, NQ. Kali worked well for you
in the PD round, and looked impressive.
3rd
Cath Phillips and TYGUARD
CHILLI MANPOL, 230, NQ. Another
good round, nearly there.
4th
Moira Rogerson and SELDOMSEEN TWIST, 221.5, NQ. All was going
well until the last exercise – what a shame.
1st

* * * * * *
LINCOLNSHIRE GSD AND ABTS
OPEN TRIAL
5 – 8 November 2009
Dunholme Village Hall, Lincoln

JIM SEWELL
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STAKE: WD NOSEWORK
Judge: Gary Martin
Search Stewards: Fran Atkin (Friday),
Wendy Magyar (Sat/Sunday)
Tracklayers: Nigel Hines, Malc Snowden, Andy Magyar and Jeff Ball
Many thanks to Lincolnshire GSD and
ABTS for the invitation to judge the WD
nosework. Jim and Jan Sewell run a first
class trial assisted by a team that is second
to none. They are meticulous in their organisation and planning. Nothing is ever
too much trouble and nothing is ever left
to chance. Their support and assistance
was invaluable and made my job so much
easier. They are tireless in both the run up
to, and during the trial to ensure a smooth
event.
My tracklayers and search stewards were
first class and gave every competitor the
best possible chance of success. They
were all excellent company, whatever the
weather, and their good humour made this
trial for me. Thank you all very much - you
epitomise all that is good in this sport
Tracking was on winter wheat that was
about 3 inches high but on fairly stony
ground. The weather over the three days
was cold and a bit blustery but the rain held
off until the last day, when we endured a
quick downpour.
The track is shown below and offered a
meaningful test for this stake given the
conditions. My track articles were a 2”x
1.5” black canvas and a 3 inch piece of
green garden hose. Square articles were a
1.5” x 1” piece of black rubber, 3” orange
flex, a 1.5” x 1.5” piece of leather, and a
1.5” length of green garden hose.

There was some super tracking on show
and I was very impressed with the standard
of work. 26 entered and all ran. There was
a real variety of breeds competing and for
those anoraks amongst us (!!) there were,
7 Collies, 6 GSD’s, 2 English Springers, 4
Labs, 3 X-Breeds, 1 BSD (Terv), 1 Standard Poodle, 1 GSP, and 1 Slovakian Rough
Haired Pointer. Watching this variety of
breeds was a real eye opener.
Sue Ashby with THE TITAN,
WSD, D, 88.5/20/34. What a little star you
have here, Sue. Bags of commitment and
a desire to please - what more can you ask
for? You have a lovely rapport with Titan
and with your first class sympathetic handling you will be a formidable team. Best
of luck for the future.
2nd
Steph McBride with SMALE CALYPSO, Lab, B, 89/20/35. A lovely track
and square set the standard for the others to
match. A cracking little dog that tracks as
if on rails at a sensible pace. Well handled
by Steph, as you would expect, and one to
watch for the future. Good luck. Also won
the trophy for the Best Track
3rd
Julie Atkins with GLENALPINE
REG, B/C, D, 89.5/20/34. What a fantastic
display of how to handle a young enthusiastic dog. Julie took 12 minutes from start
of her track to the end of her gun test! So
many handlers could learn a few lessons
from this team, no nonsense just get on and
do it. Reg was obviously well prepared for
the test and how it showed. Bags of poten1st
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Julie Paul with KENMILLIX I`M YOUR
MAN, GSD, D, 86.5/20/26.5. Nice steady
performance, although you did have us
all going on the top leg, but you brought
Sid back and put him back on track - so to
speak. Well done.
Julie Skipp with ZAK OF SKIPAWAY,
WSD, D, 86.5/20/27. I know you find Zak
very different to work but what potential he
has. You handled him so well, Julie, and
you know how to get the best out of him
- the sign of a top handler. Well done and
good luck.
Kathleen McGuckin with CHARLIE
DANCER OF COURT, BC, D, 82/20/31.
Charlie worked hard to sort it all out on the
track and with your help, Kathleen, you got
round. It wasn’t easy for you both but that
perseverance pulled you through.
Janet Bell with BREIGHTON MADDIE,
WSD, B, 87/10/28. Competent round by
Maddie showing that it’s there. Missed article on the track and one from the square
were costly. With those two articles you
would have been right up there. Lovely
worker and I’m sure you’ll both do well in
the future.
Gillian Flowers with RUSHBOTTOM
RARE SURPRIZE, GSD ,B, 84/20/18. Iesha worked hard and did so well to pull it
out of the bag. The square had us all worried but you got that all important second
article. Good luck.

tial, drive and accuracy. With Julie’s guiding hand this team will go far. Well done
and good luck
4th
Sheila Tannert with STYPERSON CLEO, Lab, B, 87.5/20/33. A lovely
display from Teal. Sheila`s sympathetic
and expert handling brought out the best
from this youngster. A polished performance from a team destined for the top. Well
done.
Also qualified COM:
Maeve Weselby with STYPERSON GILLIE, Lab, D, 82.5/20/35. You certainly
have your hands full with this youngster
Maeve! He is a lovely lad with bags of enthusiasm but it takes all your experience to
harness it. He pulls like cart horse on steroids so get down the gym Maeve before he
gets too enthusiastic!!
Shirley Francom with VAPRESTO DISCOVERY, BSD, B, 87/20/32. Steady
worker who gets the job done (Myla that
is!). Just 2 sticking points on the track but
you worked it out together. Myla did a nice
square and it really is all there. Keep at it
and good luck.
Andy Laws with LAWS LITTLE FRANKIE, X-breed, B, 83/20/34. Teamwork
got them out of a bit of trouble and they
seemed to grow in confidence as the test
wore on. Lovely square showed the potential is there. A bit more experience together
and you`ll be well on the way.
Liz Price with KESTENBAR PARIS,
GSD, B, 88.5/20/26. Nice steady track
where Grace showed she knows her job.
Square just needs a bit of work to bring it
up to rest of her nosework and she’ll be a
force to reckon with.
Sheila Williams with WAGGERLAND
TOCKEE, WSD, D, 86.5/20/27. Tockee
tracked well with just a couple of hiccups.
Had us all holding our breath with the
square though! Well handled and I know
with a bit more experience together you’ll
get there.

Thanks to all the competitors for entering
under me and allowing me to judge your
dogs. I had a great time and hope you all
did too.
STAKE: PD
Judge: Mrs. JUDITH OWENS-POOLE
Square, C/A and Patrol Round Steward:
Jeff Poole
Tracklayers: Nigel Hines and Malcolm
Snowden.
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WORKING TRIALS C
January
17th
24th
24th
31st
February
7th
14th
14th
21st
21st
21st
28th
March
4th
7th
13th
14th
21st
21st
21st
21st
28th
28th
April
4th
4th
11th
11th
17th
May
2nd
9th
16th
June
27th
July
4th
11th
11th

Leamington DTC
East Anglian WTS
Avon WTTS
Midland BC Club

Pailton
Terrington
Keevil
Melton Mowbray

OP
OP
OP
CH

CD WD TD Vet		
CD UD WD PD		
UD				
CD UD TD

Welsh Kennel Club
NECWTS
ASPADS
North West WTS
Surrey DTS
ASPADS
Yorkshire WTS

Laleston
Ashington
Oxford
Lower Withington
Newdigate
Dundee
Nostell

CH
OP
CH
CH
OP
OP
CH

CD UD WD PD Intro		
CD UD WD TD		
CD WD TD		
CD UD WD PD Vet		
WDTD Intro
CD UD WD TD
CD UD WD TD			

OP
CH
CH
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
OP
CH

UD WD TD		
CD UD WD PD			
CD WD TD		
CD UD WD TD PD
CD UD WD TD		
CD UD WD TD PD
UD WD TD			
UD WD TD		
CD UD WD TD
CD UD WD TD			

ASPADS
Yorkshire WTS
BAGSD
Banbury & District DTS
Surrey DTS

Enfield
CH
West Bretton
OP
Flintham
CH
Hinton in the Hedges
Okewood Hill
CH

CD UD WD TD			
CD UD WD TD PD
CD WD PD		
OP CD UD TD		
CD UD TD Intro

Midland Counties GSDA
ASPADS
Scottish WTS

Walesby
Scarborough
Lauder

OP
OP
CH

CD UD WD PD
CD UD WD TD		
CD UD WD PD Vet		

Scottish WTS

Inchnabobart

OP

CD UD WDTD		

Poole & District DTS
Ringwood
Lincolnshire GSD & ABTS Dunholme
SATS
Hailsham
Essex 2000
Danbury
Iceni GSD Club
Tollesbury
Scottish WTS
Gorebridge
Hucknall & District CTS Alfreton
Hampshire WTS
Traveller’s Rest
West Herts
Picotts End
BAGSD
Tewkesbury

Wessex WTS
Upottery
CH
North East Counties WTS Alnwick
OP
Surrey DTS
Holmbury St Mary CH
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CD UD WD TD			
CD UD WD PD
CD WD PD

ALS CALENDAR 2010
August
1st
15th
21st
29th
30th
TBA
September
5th
5th
18th
19th
19th
25th
26th
October
4th
10th
10th
TBC
17th
17th
24th
24th
24th
31st
November
7th
7th
7th
14th
15th
21st
21st
28th
December
5th
5th
5th
31st

ASPADS
Welsh Kennel Club
Hampshire WTS
Scottish WTS
BAGSD
Midland BC Club

Scarborough
Laleston
Traveller’s Rest
Lauder
Oxspring
Melton Mowbray

CH
OP
CH
CH
OP
OP

CD UD WD TD			
CD UD TD
CD UD WD TD			
CD UD WD TD Vet		
CD UD PD			
CD UD		

North East Counties WTS
Yorkshire WTS
SATS
Scottish KC
ASPADS
Poole & District DTS
East Anglian WTS

Alnwick
Rufforth
Hailsham
Airth
Monk Fryston
Linwood
Kings Lynn

CH
OP
OP
OP
OP
CH
OP

CD UD PD				
CD UD WD			
UD WD PD
TBC
CD UD WD TD
CD UD WD TD		
CD UD WD PD

Surrey DTS
Scottish WTS
Midland Counties GSDA
Avon WTTS
Scottish KC
Surrey DTS
North East Counties WTS
BAGSD
Portland DTC
Iceni GSD Club

Ockley
Macmerry
Walesby
Bristol
Crieff
KCC’s
Satley, Tow Law
Long Compton
Dorchester
Tollesbury

OP
OP
CH
OP
OP
CH
CH
OP
OP
CH

UD PD		
CD UD WD TD PD
CD UD WD TD
TBC		
CD UD WD			
TD PD
CD UD WD TD Vet		
CD UD TD		
UD WD Vet		
CD UD WD TD

ASPADS
Dundee
Ranmore DTC
Ockley
Lincolnshire GSD & ABTS Dunholme
Leamington DTC
Pailton
ASPADS
Tillmouth
Wessex WTS
Upottery
Essex 2000
Danbury
North West WTS
Lower Withington

CH
OP
OP
CH
OP
OP
CH
OP

CD UD WD TD			
UD WD PD		
CD UD WD TD		
CD UD WD TD Vet
CD UD Vet		
CD WD PD			
CD UD WD PD		
CD UD TD		

NASA
ASPADS
Scottish KC
Yorkshire WTS

OP
OP
CH
CH

CD		
UD WD		
CD WD TD			
CD UD WD TD

Stoneleigh
Enfield
Jedburgh
Skipsea
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Patrol Round: Tom Davis, Steve Lancashire, Anthony Snook, Nigel Hines and
Malcolm Snowden.
Many thanks to Lincolnshire GSD and
ABTS for the invitation to judge; it’s a
great privilege to be invited over and I thoroughly enjoyed my first PD judging appointment. A big thank you to Trials Manager, Jim Sewell, and his band of workers.
All the hard work put in before and during
the trial resulted in a well run and very enjoyable trial. Jan looked after everyone in
the base and did a super job as usual and in
the kitchen Bob, Jenny and Annie kept us
well fed and watered throughout the trial.
A huge thank you to Jeff for stewarding the
squares, C/A and Patrol rounds both days,
not to mention all the pre trial ‘what if’ discussions. Nigel and Malc laid the tracks
both days - thank you for being such great
company. They were also the criminals on
the Patrol field both days along with Tom,
Steve and Anthony. What a brilliant group
of people to have as your helpers, I could
not have asked for better. Everything I
asked for was done perfectly and gave all
the competitors the chance to show off
their dogs abilities.
13 dogs were entered, 9 worked. We started each day with the tracks followed by
C/A and finishing with the Patrol rounds.
Tracking was on well grown rape; this provided us with some super tracks with all
dogs completing the track (track articles
were a 2”x 2” piece of green underlay and
a jam jar top).

The squares caused a bit more difficulty,
only one dog got all 4 out, the majority
got 2 or 3 and unfortunately we had one
recover just 1 article. C/A was straightforward and the dogs applied themselves well,
but unfortunately we lost two more on the
jumps.
The Patrol Round was designed to be flowing but allowed the handlers time between
exercises to settle themselves and the dogs.
First exercise was the quarter - 3 hides
that I wanted to see the dogs search, with
two criminals in the third area sitting in
chairs behind the windbreaker. This was
followed by the search and escort back to
the start point with the attack on handler.
Next exercise was the Chase, followed by
the Test of Courage, which had 3 criminals
appearing from behind a van making a lot
of noise. The final exercise was the Recall.
Thank you to all the competitors for entering - it was a pleasure to judge your dogs.
Best of luck to all of you at future trials.
1st
Dave Olley and LITTLE RAYMOND, CDEx, UDEx, Cross, D, 278,
COM. This is the second time I have
judged Dave and Ray and it’s a team that
does impress me. A very nice nosework
round - 105 and lovely C/A - 52. Ray’s
location on the quarter was not as good as
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it should be, gave a few barks and came
away, this cost you quite a few marks.
However, the rest of the round was very
nice with just some tidying up to be done 121. Well done, Dave.
2nd
Bill Richardson and CAPER
KALI, CDEx – TDEx, BSD Mali, B,
269.5, COM. Super nosework, the only
dog to get all four out of the square - 109.
Another lovely C/A - 51.5. Again lack of
location on the quarter let Kali down and
was costly, but otherwise a nice solid round
- 109. Well done, Bill.
3rd
Greater Man. Police and TYGUARD CHILLI AT MANPOL, GSD, B,
260, COM. Well done, Cath. Good nosework round - 103, Pepper was a little OTT
on the C/A which cost you a few marks 49. Pepper failed the recall but other than
that she did a lovely Patrol round - 108 and
well done, Cath, for being the only handler
to find the knife hidden in the chair.
4th
Moira Rogerson and SELDOMSEEN TWIST, CDEx – TDEx, BC, B,
266, NQ. Twist did a very good Nosework
round - 105. Super control round – 33, but
sadly went out on the jumps. Good Patrol
round, Twist just need to be a bit more solid on her bites. In Moira’s capable hands
qualification won’t be far off.
Best Track Trophy went to Lynne Davies
and MISTER MISFIT MONGREL.

and competitors for making this trial a success. I will leave the judges to thank their
own tracklayers etc, but a few individual
mentions must be made. To my other half,
Bill, who thought he was made redundant
this year from the admin but still came out
and tracklaid, to Jim for sorting out the
fields with me, the other Bill for dealing
with all the jumps and to Shirley and Karen
in the kitchen, a magnificent job as usual.
The rest of the Dundee team were also fantastic, tracklaying, stewarding and generally just being there. The judges were a
pleasure to work with and I must give special mention to our new friend Dave - you
can come back to Dundee anytime! (Bob
and Ann are, of course, welcome as well,
but we knew you before)
The competitors, some of whom had not
been to Dundee before, seemed to enjoy
themselves and the dry weather helped;
OK, not Friday afternoon but the rest was
fine. A special mention also has to go to
the farmers who let us wander around
their fields and to the brilliant Mr and Mrs
Brown who give our judges B & B and
spoil them rotten.
Unfortunately I have to finish my report
with something I found very disappointing. Can I ask competitors that if you are
lucky enough to win a trophy and are not
prepared to look after it and clean it before
it is returned then please do not accept the
trophy, we will look after it here.
To all who made this trial work, thanks
again.

* * * * * *

ASPADS
CHAMPIONSHIP TRIAL

JOYCE RAE

5 - 8 November 2009
Auchterhouse, Dundee

STAKE: CD

TRIALS MANAGER’S REPORT

Judge: ANN BEDFORD
Steward: Lorraine Wilson

I would like to thank all the judges, helpers
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Thanks to ASPADS for this invitation to
judge the CD stake at their Dundee trial.
Joyce Rae and her team work so well together and as a result run a good trial.
The weather for the weekend was good,
with sunshine greeting us on the Saturday morning. The control/search field
was very short grass, even so, not all the
squares went according to plan.
The competitors were a happy bunch
which made judging a pleasant experience.
Many thanks to my trusty steward, Lorraine, who, as always, did her best to put
them at their ease.
7 entered, 5 worked. Jumps and stays, as
usual with this stake, took the most casualties.

work on the rough edges and it will come.
STAKE: TD
Judge: BOB RUSSELL
Tracklayers: Jim Jeffrey and Bill Mackie
Steward: Sheena Kerr
My thanks to ASPADS for the opportunity
to judge this stake and to Joyce Rae and her
team in the help given in the organisation
and running of the trial. Everyone worked
well together and there were no hiccups
that I am aware of. Thanks also to Shirley
and Karen in the kitchen working away and
serving up the grub.
I would like to re-iterate a comment I made
at the prize giving in that the high percentage of nosework passes were not of my
making but due to two things: firstly, the
diligence of the tracklayers Jim and Bill
and the search steward Sheena Kerr; and
secondly, the handlers and their dogs’ ability to complete the test to the necessary
standard.
I set the test to suit the terrain and the prevailing conditions, and passed on my instructions, but the tracklayers and steward
were the ones who carried them out, in this
case exactly as requested, and my sincere
thanks to them for that. After that it’s up
to the competitors and their dogs to accomplish the test set.
The weather over the trial ranged from horrendous wind and rain to clear skies and
sunshine but in any case it made no difference, with nosework being equally good in
all conditions.
The C/A performances were extremely
mixed, from reasonable to brilliant and this
is where it was really decided. One team
in particular I could only describe as outstanding but unfortunately went out literally at “the last hurdle”.

Avril Bryson with EVIE, Patterdale, B, 85, Q CDEx. What a cracking little
dog, great attitude and character. No return
on the scale was the major panic of the day,
but she gained enough to secure this qualification.
2nd
John Hammond and FLECK,
GWP, B, 80.5, Q CDEx. Not the easiest of
dogs, and I know John has struggled in the
past and was talking retirement. Did just
enough in each exercise to gain this qualification. Well done John for persevering.
3rd
John Gray and RUDIE, Mali, D,
86, NQ. Certainly the best control round
of the day, sadly let down by the jumps.
Though I suspect it won’t be long before
this experienced handler sorts this glitch
and Rudie will start his career in earnest.
4th
Helen Rajska and TY, BC, D,
76.5, NQ. Just a bit of tidying needed
for this dog to get it together and get his
qualification. Sendaway and jumps caused
problems today.
1st

NB. A quick mention for Heidi and her
poodle DOYLE. Doyle did try but today
was not your day. You both seem to enjoy
yourselves so much, which is as it should
be. Sendaway and jumps need attention but
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Mrs Pat Parkinson and CARISHILL HYACINTH, G.Ret, B, 207.5.
Quality performance in nosework and control, where the dog worked her socks off. I
understand that subject to KC approval this
ticket makes her dog up to WT Champion.
You looked a bit overwhelmed, Pat.
2nd
Mrs Diana Collie and Ir WTCh
COLLIEWOOD BROWN EYES BLUE,
WSD, B, 207. Another excellent all round
performance but pipped at the post by the
narrowest of margins.
3rd
Mrs Kathy Ingham and ObCh
RUSKATH OTHENTIC IMAGE, WSD,
B, 197.5 Points. Good all round performance from this dog, converting over from
another discipline. The Sendaway was
costly.
4th
Mr Doug Shearer and DREAGANTA ALPHA CENTAURI, BC, B, 187.
Struggled a bit at one corner of the track
but worked hard to get out of a difficult
situation.
1st

Thanks to Stan Ford, the Trials Manager,
and to Mary Prentice who was an excellent
steward and put all the competitors at ease
and was great company. She stewarded
the round perfectly. Thanks to the ladies
in the kitchen - Joyce, Beryl, Sue (2), Jenny, Liz, Margaret, Sandra and Sally, who
served some superb meals and looked after the competitors. Sue and Joyce ran the
base and did a splendid job. Thank you to
all the competitors who entered under me
and made it such an enjoyable two days.
UD STAKE
Elizabeth de Unger and STYPERSON ROYCE, Lab, D, 198. Only lost one
mark on the C/A – brilliant! Well done,
Liz, you have obviously put a lot of work
into training this dog.
2nd
Nathan Wilson and SPECIAL
GIFT, Weim, D, 195. Another excellent
control round. It is nice to see another
Weimaraner coming into Working Trials.
Hopefully you will continue to do well in
the future.
3rd
Val Upton and GLENALPINE
RAFFERTY, BC, D, 192. Won the run-off
with John. Good control. Well done, Val.
4th
John Reynolds and STONECROSS TOMMY, WSD, D, 192. Full
mark sendaway. Well done, John.
1st

Also Qualifying TDEx:
Ms Jacquie Hall and MERCURY SKYLARK, G.Ret, B, 180.5.
* * * * * *

RANMORE DTC
OPEN TRIAL

Also gaining a Certificate of Merit:
Lynne Brown and LAURINCO EBONY,
Lab, B, 187
Pat Golding and ST PETES JETTA, Lab,
D, 187
Pat McMaster and BRYANTSCROFT
MASHAM, GWP, B, 187
Mary Hansell and NELLINKA WINTER
STORM, GSD, D, 173
June Coutts and CRADBRIDGE BILL,
Lab, D, 172
Isla Cameron and MORGAN’S LEXI,
WSD, B, 169
Gary Haim and LAWINICK STILL OF
THE NIGHT, GSD, D, 165.5

Ockley, Surrey
6 November 2009
STAKE: WD AND UD CONTROL
AND AGILITY
Judge: DOROTHY BOWEN
Steward: Mary Prentice
My thanks to Ranmore Dog Training Club
for the invitation to judge the WD/UD
Control and Agility at their Open Trial.
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WD STAKE
Paul Merritt and VONGRAF
MELCHI, GSD, D, 175. Good control
round. Full mark agility. Well done.
2nd
Angela Sanders and STARSHOT
BUCCANEER AT SZIKRAS, HWV, D,
166. Another good control round with full
mark agility.
3rd
Stella Smyth and BLUE JAMBEROO AT MORROW, ACD, D, 182,
NQ. The hard luck story of the trial. One
of the few to get round the track and failed
in the agility section. Full mark sendaway.
What a disappointment.
4th
Pat Tagg and ABAPSOMA BIANNKA, GSD, B, 145, NQ

twine and an ‘Actimel’ pot. In the search
square were a length of green hosepipe, a
metal teaspoon, a square of blue carpet and
a strip of leather.
There were 26 entries in the UD stake with
22 running. Of those, 12 competed on Saturday, with ten qualifying in the nose work,
and 10 competed on Sunday with eight
qualifying in the nose work.
After the Control and Agility had been
completed we were left with eleven qualifiers.

1st

1st
Elizabeth de Unger with STYPERSON ROYCE, Lab, D, 198. A superb
full mark track completed in typical Labrador style, with a tail that never stopped
wagging! Both track articles followed by
34/35 in the square. An excellent result,
congratulations.
2nd
Nathan Wilson with SPECIAL
GIFT, Weimaraner, D, 195. A big, very
keen dog calmly handled by Nathan. 88
from the track plus both articles and scoring 33.5 in the Square. Congratulations.
3rd
Val Upton with GLENALPINE
RAFFERTY, BC, D, 192. Another brilliant
full mark track with both articles. Super
square, losing just one mark, 34/35. On the
same final mark as the next dog but winning the run off exercise (a search square).
Very well done.
4th
John Reynolds with STONECROSS TOMMY, WSD, D, 192. A near
perfect track from this young ‘rescue’,
dropping just one mark, followed by a full
mark search square. Well done.

STAKE: UD NOSEWORK
Judge: BERT MAYNARD
Tracklayers: Tessa Shoolbred, Cathy
Dench, both days, Lauren Marlow (Saturday) and Ron Davies (Sunday)
Search Steward: David Collins on both
days
Many thanks to Ranmore DTC for the invitation to judge the UD nosework at their
Open Trial. I had a very enjoyable weekend and the gift was much appreciated.
My thanks also to those who worked so
hard behind the scenes to make the trial
such a success. As usual, the volunteers in
the kitchen prepared some excellent meals
and refreshments - thank you. Also thanks
to the escorts and chauffeurs who ensured
that the competitors and I all arrived at the
various areas of tracking land on time.
There had been rain leading up to the trial,
but Saturday was fine. Sunday saw some
light rain in the morning and was colder.
The track pattern was a simple ‘box within
a box’, consisting of seven legs. Tracking
was on a good growth of grass and several
dogs completed some top class tracks. The
articles on the track were a coil of bailer

Also gaining a Certificate of Merit:
Mrs Lyn Brown with LAURINCO EBONY, Lab, B. Track 87/20, Sq 32; Total
187
Pat Golding with St PETES JETTA, CDEx,
Lab, D, 89/20/25; 187
Mr Pat McMaster with BRYANTSCROFT
MASHAM, GWP, B, 88/20/34.5; 187
Mary Hansell with NELLINKA WINTER
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STORM, GSD, D, 89/15/21.5; 173
June Coutts with CRADBRIDGE BILL,
CDEx, Lab, D, 80/10/35, 172
Miss Isla Cameron with MORGAN’S
LEXI, WSD, B, 87/10/25.5; 169
Gary Haim with LAWINICK STILL OF
THE NIGHT, GSD, D, 89/20/16.5; 165.5
Congratulations to all those who qualified.
To those who didn’t qualify (and some only
missed by a whisker!), I wish better luck
next time. Thank you for the pleasure of
judging your dogs.
STAKE: PD NOSEWORK
Judge: SALLY BERGH-ROOSE
Tracklayers; Val Upton, Tess Shoolbred
and Don Laskey
Search Steward: Beryl Kimberley

STAKE: PD C/A AND PATROL
ROUND
Judge: RICHARD CORNWELL
C & A Steward: David Clark
Patrol Steward: Sally Bergh-Roose
Patrol Criminals: David Clark, Mark
Lewindon, Bert Maynard, Penny Bellis

Thank you to Ranmore DTC for the invitation to judge the nosework when it was
decided that there were too many dogs entered for Richard to judge all sections in
one day.
My thanks to Trials Manager, Stan Ford,
and his merry band of helpers, and special
thanks to Val, Tess, Don and Beryl for a job
well done and their good company.
The track pattern and articles were of Richard’s design, and with the perfect weather
conditions most dogs found it very easy in fact, every dog qualified in this section!
I will leave it to Richard to detail the final
placing, but the best nose work was done
by:
Andy Baker with SID THE LEMON
SQUEEZER, 112.5/115. A pleasure to
watch - four articles out of the square in
two minutes, both track articles recovered
and just 2.5 lost on the track - well done.

Thanks to the Ranmore DTC committee
for inviting me to judge PD, and to Trials Manager, Stan Ford, Base Steward,
Sue Henderson, and catering team, Tessa
Scholbred, Joyce Tibbets and many more.
Thanks also to
all the teams who entered under me - 9
teams entered and 7 teams turned up for
the test.
Sally, a big thank you for judging nosework
at short notice and also to Beryl Kimberley for stewarding; both got up for a very
early start to the day. All teams qualified
this section of the stake with near perfect
conditions.
The weather was mostly cloudy and overcast with a slight wind, almost perfect conditions, until it started to rain on the last
two patrol rounds. We were very lucky for
this time of year.
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close, and a couple of you need to work
at this exercise. Next was the jumps with
the usual routine of clear, long and scale
in the handlers own time, but told when to
rejoin the dog by the handler for the clear
and long jump. Brilliant effort by all of
you on the jumps with no one failing to
qualify, but a couple of dogs did knock the
clear over or touch it for a casual foul. The
handlers were told to have their dogs under
control for the whole round. Final exercise
was the stays, split in two lots so you could
go and compete in the nose work; all dogs
stayed, but a couple did lose marks for rolling around and crawling (less than a body
length).
Before the patrol round commenced the
teams were allowed to watch Bert and Rio
do the run through - and she is doing very
well, Bert, as you would have qualified
this section easily. This was followed by
a briefing, in which I emphasised that the
dog must be under control for the whole
time during the patrol round, and also that
at the end of the quarter the criminal would
not be compliant for a short while.
The round commenced with a Test of
Courage - three criminals about 75 yards
away running towards the handler and dog
screaming and shouting and holding sticks
and bottles. The criminals were instructed to stop running when the dog was approximately 10 paces away, but to continue
shouting and making a noise until they
were instructed to stop by the handler. To
finish the exercise the dog was positioned
in front of the criminals and the handler
carried out a casual search of the criminals.
All dogs came through this with flying colours, but some of you need to work on the
re-bites as this will cost you in ticket.
The next exercise was quartering the
ground, which due to the topography of
the field and for the dogs’ safety was set
up with 4 hides, each about 200 yards apart
forming a large square. The dog was to be
sent round three hides and onto the fourth

A big thank you to all those above for giving up their time and making the trial the
success it surely was. Also thanks to Stan
for sorting out the land and getting the
jumps and all the thousand one other things
that trials managers do behind the scenes.
Thanks also to Bert for keeping us supplied
with goodies and all the “gofering” during
C/A and prior to the patrol round. Thanks
to Joyce and Tess for bringing the sandwiches and drinks etc. up for our 10 minute
break at lunchtime. I thought it best to
crack on so we could have a run through of
the patrol round with all competitors able
to watch what they would be doing during
the afternoon.
Thanks to all the competitors for smiling
from beginning to end no matter what the
result. I am totally convinced that all of
you will be competing in PD Championship in the near future and some of you
will win CC’s for sure. Please remember
that all the marks count, not just the Patrol
Round; a good PD dog gets 2 and 4 for the
nosework.
For those of you who competed you may
have guessed that the theme for the PD
stake was control, as this is the key to success when you compete in PD Championship in the future; however I was well
aware that I was judging a PD open and
kept everything as straight forward as possible.
The C/A commenced with heel work, with
the teams able to re-set up their dogs between normal, fast and slow pace. Next
was the speak; for this the dog was placed
in a hide and the handler joined the steward 5 paces away out of sight of the dog,
5 barks, quiet, another 5 barks, quiet and
rejoin the dog. Everyone got marks for
this, but no one managed a full score. The
sendaway was 100 paces into the middle
of the field to two crossed poles and the redirect was 120 paces to the right to a pole
on the boundary of the field - again no one
got full marks, but a couple of you came
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fore entering ticket.
The final exercise was the chase and detention, with the same set up. All but one dog
did this very well and finished by doing a
cursory search of the criminal. The dogs
must have been evenly matched for speed
as they were all in a similar place when the
chase finished, and also praise to Mark for
keeping up the same speed all afternoon.
After all this we had three qualifiers, but it
was so nearly 5, and with a little more work
in the future I am sure it will be seven out
of seven. My heart goes out to Bob Cook
who missed the C/A by one mark. When
helping out at PD’s last year I saw two new
competitors to PD and it was good to see
the vast improvement there has been in the
way you approach a patrol round and the
confidence of your dogs - you must have
put a lot of work in this year. So to you, the
qualifiers and those who did not qualify on
the day, good luck in ticket for the future.

hide in which was a person. This person
had been told to behave like a vulnerable
person. By this I mean drunk, other vulnerable people being children, mentally handicapped, persons on medication, the old and
infirm. At the end of the quarter when the
handler joined the dog Dave behaved like
a drunk and offered them a drink and proceed to share this with them. Why? Because I wanted a test of control and to put
the handler out of their comfort zone prior
to the search and escort. The arm with the
sleeve remained in the same position during this, by his side. Unusual yes, but only
one dog failed this test of control and this
was the only dog to have a full bite on arriving at the hide; two others nudged the
sleeve with their nose on arrival, but then
sat and barked through the rest.
The search was for two knives, one on the
criminal and one in the hide; most found
the knife on the criminal, but most missed
knife in the hide even though a the string
attached to it was hanging down! The escort was for the most part performed well,
but a couple of you forgot to tell the handler to stand still and Dave just kept coming, no matter what the size of dog was on
his arm, very quickly - well done, Dave,
excellent work.
Next was the Recall. The criminal came
out from the first hide diagonally across the
field. At first walking and talking for 20
yards to get the dog focused, with the handler challenging the criminal, then running
100 yards before the dog was sent. The recall point was approximately 70 yards from
the handler as I wanted to see and make
sure the dog was fully committed prior to
being called back. Penny was instructed to
carry on running till out of sight and stay
there as the chase was next. Only one dog
failed this; however a lot of you used extra
commands, whistle, voice and arms when
the dog was returning and one team did
an emergency stop before returning to the
handler - you will need to improve this be-

Andy Baker, SID THE LEMON
SQUEEZER CDEx - TDEx, BC, D, Q,
291. Good luck in Ticket.
2nd
Rita Banfather, STARCO MY
GUY OF BANNERSWAY, CDEx –
WDEx, GSD, D, Q, 274. Well done, you
are both very confident these days
3rd
Prof. Mike Robinson, FLINT OF
GLEN MEL, CDEx – WDEx, BC, D, Q,
269.5. Keep up the good work.
4th
Lynne Davies, MISTER MISFIT
MONGREL, CDEx – TDEx, XB, D, NQ,
255. Shame about recall and sendaway.
1st

* * * * * *
LEAMINGTON DTC
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING
TRIAL
Ending 15th November 2009
Pailton
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STAKE: CD

have been costly today but just had enough.
Well done.
2nd
Jan Sewell with BRYN OF HARWOOD DALE, WSD, D, 90.5. Clean,
unfussy handling. Heelwork was costly
today. 3 articles for 17 points in the search
square. Excellent recall, retrieve, sendaway and jumps. Well done.
3rd
Elizabeth de Unger with STYPERSON ROYCE, Lab Ret, D, 89. A
steady round. Full point search square.
Good heelwork, sendaway and recall.
Points lost on the retrieve and long jump
cost a higher place. Well done.
4th
Jackie
Lloyd
with
LITTLETHORN ROLLS ROYCE AT
BROOKSBID, BC, D, 88.5. This handler
is relatively new to trials and was perhaps a
bit nervous in the heelwork. 3 articles for
18 points in the search square. Well handled later for full point recall, sendaway
and jumps to save the day. Well done.

Judge: BARRIE JAMES
Stewards: John and Dot
Thanks to Leamington DTC for the invitation to judge the CD Stake. Thanks to Julia
Skipp and her team for a well run trial; Jan
on the table and doing the scores, Chris,
David and Di providing the food.
With 40 dogs entered we had a steward
putting out the squares ready for Dot to
place the articles – thanks, John. Thanks
to Dot Levin for very ably stewarding the
rounds and placing the search square articles and also for putting up with me! The
weather forecast was not very encouraging for the weekend but we did not do too
badly - blustery Friday and Sunday, with
strong winds and occasional showers on
Saturday.
Overall the standard of dogs and handling
was quite good. Out of the 40 entries 24
worked (I assume the weather forecast put
some folks off), 11 gained CDEx and 2
gained CD, about a 50% success rate.
I set a very straight forward round. Squares
articles were a 3” x 3” piece of pink felt, a
6” x 0.75” thin lollipop stick and a 3” x 2”
braided material. Nearly all dogs qualified
on the search square. Heelwork was on
uneven ground and I made allowances for
lots of thistles on the field. Sendaway was
75 yards slightly up hill over clear open
ground to a small yellow cone. Again,
most dogs had no difficulty with the exercise. Heelwork was disappointing with
only a handful of dogs getting reasonable
marks. Unfortunately jumps and stays took
their usual toll of marks.

Also qualifying CDEx:
Donna Walker with ASTRA JAY, BC, D
Heather Donnelly with WOOLRAM
LOTHARIO, BC, D
James Warrior with WARRIORS LITTLE
ROSIE, Cross Breed, B
John Coley with MISTER ZAK, BC, Dog
Marie Dixon with THE GODWIT, Cross
Breed, B
Linda Johnson with RAVEN HILL RORY,
Cross Breed, D
Adrian Quick with LAWINICK SLOW N
EASY, GSD, D
Qualifying CD:
Rachel Abbott with SQWUFFEE FENSTER, WSD, B
Patricia Harding with RUSHBOTTOM
RIVEROTTER, GSD, D

1st
Jayne Sutherland with CANDLEWIND LA VENEZIANA, BC, B,
91.5. Nice competent handling. Very
good heelwork, only lost a half point here.
Excellent square; 3 articles for 19 points.
Good recall and retrieve. Jumps could

Well done to all the competitors and to
those who did not qualify this time, keep
training - none of you are very far away
from qualifying but remember to enjoy
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your dog and your training together!

Square articles were; 2” x 2” beige carpet,
2” diameter wooden ring, 3” x 1” black car
mat and 2” x 2” green scourer.
21 entries, 19 dogs worked.

STAKE: UD
Judge: JULZ FINDEISEN
Steward: Carole Hall
Tracklayers: Jennifer Speake and Ann
Clarke (two days); Bob Shropshire and
Anne Thorpe (one day)

Julie Atkins, GLENALPINE
REG, CDEx, BC, D, 199, Q UDEx. Only
losing one point on the nosework, this
lovely young dog worked with style and
enthusiasm. Finished with a fab full point
C/A. You and Reg are going places Julie;
well done and good luck for the future.
2nd
Sheila Williams, WAGGERLAND TOCKEE, WSD, D, 197.5, Q
UDEx. Again a lovely nosework round
and half a point lost on control. Tockee
tries so hard for you, he is lovely. Good
luck for the future.
3rd
Maeve Weselby, STYPERSON
GILLIE, CDEx, UDEx, Lab D, 193 Q
UDEx. Brilliant nosework. Gillie lost his
way with the retrieve, but otherwise a lovely round. Good luck for the future.
4th
Richard Musgrave, XANDOA
SAM, BC, D, 192.5, Q UDEx. A lovely
track from this team. Bits and pieces in
control, but finished with full point jumps.
Well done Richard, and good luck for the
future.
1st

Thank you to Leamington DTC for the invitation to judge at this friendly well run
trial. The weather forecast was not good,
but we were lucky and only suffered a couple of downpours while out in the fields.
Julie Skipp does a great job running this
trial, along with a great bunch of helpers.
Thank you to Sue Ashby for allowing Carole and me to stay throughout the trial. Jan
Darby did a great job in the base, managing all the scores and crowds booking in!
Thanks also to Chris Gregory and David
Barker for the supply of hot coffee and
food throughout the trial. Carole did a fab
job of stewarding and laying my squares
and my tracklayers for the two days also
did a fantastic job. Thank you to you all.
Tracking was on deepish rape, (ankle deep
in places)! Track pattern below.

Also Qualifying UDEx:
Kelly Chapman, TARNEDGE POSY, Lab,
B, 192.5
Sheila Tannert, STYPERSON CLEO,
CDEx, Lab, B, 191
Andrea Clark, BEINHARD YASKO,
CDEx, GSD, D, 191
Chris Stewart, ANGELWISHES ARIEL
OF NATURE, CDEx, Std Poodle, D, 190.5
Zoe Finlay, TRIJEM OCEANS BLURAIN
WITH OVERDRIVE, CDEx, ASD D, 190
Pat Hodgkins, MERE MAGIC, CDEx, XBreed, B, 189.5
Adrian Quick, LAWNICK SLOW N
EASY, GSD, D, 187.5
Norma Ansell, GEFNI CAUGHT ON
CAMERA, CDEx, GSD, D, 185

Track articles: 3” Green hose pipe and 3”
x 3” cream lino (‘THE END’ written on).
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STAKE: TD

then left their dog on a lead and held by the
steward and walked with me to the sendaway pole where this exercise was explained
to them. They then commanded their dog
to speak and walked back towards the dog.
Fast pace uphill to the scale were the final
exercises.
Thanks to Kate’s organisation at the gate
and Pat’s super stewarding, we were finished promptly early afternoon. Many
thanks to all who entered – we saw some
lovely rounds.

Judge: LORNA COTTIER
Tracklayers: Tom Darby, Len Newman
(both 7 days), Pat Herbert (6 days), Sue
Ashby (1 day)
Search Steward: Le Newman
C/A Steward: Pat Herbert
C/A Gate Steward: Kate Peyton
C/A day Dog Walker: Sue Ashby
Many thanks to Leamington for the invitation to judge - what a great bunch of folk
to be with for 8 days. The weather forecast wasn’t good for the week ahead but
we were blessed with mostly dry days and
good conditions, with the exception of Saturday when I suspect most wished they had
never got out of bed.
To Julie Skipp, Trials Manager; Sue Ashby, co-organiser and John Wykes, land arranger; many thanks for all your hard work
before hand and during the trial.
Also thanks must go to David Barker, Chris
and Di for their work in the catering, Jan
Darby at Base and most especially to my
brilliant helpers – apart from the fact that
you all did a sterling job, you were terrific
company and we had many great discussions and laughs.
Finally to my hosts, John and Kate, many
thanks for making feel at home and for
your lovely hospitality.
Nosework was on a mixture of winter
wheat and rape. It wasn’t very long or thick
but varied throughout our large field. Funnily enough, the teams seemed to find the
winter wheat easier to track on than the
much thicker rape.
Some dogs excelled in the tracking but
then left an article in the search, perhaps
not stepping up a gear when needing to.
31 out of an entry of 69 returned on Sunday
to work the C/A. The test started with heelwork, clear jump, more heelwork, and long
jump, the jumps being spaced out across
the top section of the field. The handler

Gary Haim and WAGGERLAND
DILEMMA, WSD, D. In amongst the 7
days of tracking there are a few teams that
stay in your mind for one reason or another. This was one of them and for all the
right reasons – top quality nosework and
handled really well - especially the way
the line was worked. Little to fault and
they didn’t have the easiest of conditions
to work in. Kept it all together in the C/A,
earning Flynn a well deserved WTCh title.
Many congratulations, best of luck at the
KCC’s. Track 97/100, Art 30/30, Search
32.5/35, Cont 32/35, Agility 20/20; Total
211.5
2nd
Diana Collie and Ir WTCh COLLIEWOOD BROWN EYES BLUE, WSD,
B. I take my hat off to you Diana, there are
few teams in TD that have been as consistent at qualifying and being placed. Perhaps
a bit frustrating at being the bridesmaid
again but hopefully luck will be on your
side in the near future. You should be very
proud of the way you have turned Krystal around and are putting in such quality
rounds. Well done on the reserve ticket.
(94.5, 30, 35, 30.5, 14.5) 204.5
3rd
Dave Marchant and WTCh WAGGERLAND MURPHY, WSD, D. As ever,
so strong in the nosework. Saved the C/A
with a faultless sendaway and speak. Won
the run off with Annie. (93.5, 30, 35, 30,
15) 203.5
4th
Anne Thorpe and WTCh GLE1
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NALPINE IZZIE AT DALEMAIN, BC,
B. Set the standard for the nosework at the
start of the week and a very solid C/A ensured a well deserved placing. (91, 25, 35,
32.5) 203.5

Colin Ball and CONNEYWARREN
TUCKER BOX, Lab, 195
Tony Lockyer and WT Ch DOUBLE TOP
AT HARTSHILL, WSD, 194
Sheila Tannert and STYPERSON EBONY,
Lab, 194
Wendy Beasley and WTCh GLENALPINE
PHOEBE OF STARDELL, BC, 193.5
Nigel Hines and TYTRI KES OF BRYNSWOOD, BC, 192
Margo Brothwell and TANGHAM LITTLE RYAN, X-Breed, 190
Vana Moody and GLENALPINE SHEP,
BC, 186
Qualifying TD:
Hilary Mercer and STARDELL INDI, BC,
174.5

Also qualifying TDEx:
Janette Sayer and VILLAGE KING, GSP,
203. What a brilliant C/A!
Stevi Boyall and WTCh STYPERSON
LOMOND, Lab, 202
CC Guard and LENWORTH BERTRAM
OF PHILKINDY, Lab, 201.5
Sue Jones and DURSTONE MELODY,
WSD, 200
Nick Williams and SUNSHINE ANTIC,
BC, 199.5
Jenny Miller and FOXFOLD CO-ALITION, X-Breed, 199
John Wykes and WTCh FLYNNTASTIC
RED JAFF AT TARNFORCE, BC, 197.5
June Raymond and CANDLEWIND
ROMULUS, BC, 196

SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
In aid of 2010 Kennel Club Championships

A rare opportunity to train
with

Julie & Gary Atkins
Training Weekend 29th - 30th May 2010
In Surrey Hills Area
For further information or to book a handler or spectator place
Contact Liz De Unger On 01483 203941 or At February Trial
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YORKSHIRE WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
On: 3rd & 4th April 2010
(Prior days may be used if required)
West Bretton Village Hall, West Bretton, Wakefield, West Yorks. WF4 4LB
Trials Manager - Mr D. Stewart
Judges:
		
		
		
		
		

Patrol Dog
Tracking Dog N/W
Working Dog N/W
Utility Dog N/W
Companion Dog
C&A For TD/WD/UD

Malcolm Snowden
Barry James
Joan Snowden
Betty Orrin
KaronTiffany
Ann Bedford

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £16.00 C.D.Stake: £12.00
Deduction of £1.00 for paid up members.
ENTRIES; TO BE RECEIVED BY: WEDNESDAY 10TH MARCH 2010
Entries with Fees/SAE to: Mrs Sheila Margreaves. Barnstable House,
38 High Street, Crigglestone, WAKEFIELD WF4 3EB:
Tel: 01924 259144
HUCKNALL & DISTRICT CANINE TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN TRIAL
19th -22nd March 2010
The Butchers Arms
Chesterfield Road Oakerthorpe Alfreton Derbys. DE55 7LN
(Near Crich)
Judges		
			
			

TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake

Rod Roberts
Fran Mitchell
Rob Curry

Entry Fee: TD WD UD £15.
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY 3RD MARCH 2010.
Schedules & Entry forms from: Mrs G Williamson. 28 Denehurst Avenue, Aspley,
Nottingham NG8 5DA.
(please enclose S.A.E)
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SURREY DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
13th – 17th April 2010
(CD Stake 16th & 17th and UD Stake all work in one day)
At: Okewood Hill Village Hall, Nr. Ockley, Surrey. RH5 5PU.
Judges:		
			
			

TD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Margaret Robinson
Sue Jones
Pete Jones

Entry Fees: Tracking Stakes £19.00. Members £17.00 CD Stake £12.00
Senior Citizens £1.00 reduction
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY MONDAY, 8TH MARCH 2010
Schedules from/Entries with fees to the Trials Secretary: Mrs. Christine Brooks
Cobleigh, Brookwood, Surrey. GU24 0EL.
Please enclose SAE for report time – Thank You.
BANBURY & DISTRICT DOG TRAINING SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
on:
Saturday 10th and Sunday 11th April 2010
(if large entry will start Friday 9th April)
at:
Hinton in the Hedges, Brackley, Northants
Judges:
		
		
		

T.D. Nosework
U.D. Nosework
TD/UD C & A
C.D. Stake

Mrs. Heather Donnelly
Mrs. Norma Ansell
Mrs. Pat Parkinson
Mrs. Jenny Orchard

Entry Fees: UD/TD: £ 17.00 (Members £14) CD: £12.00 (Members £10)
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY WEDNESDAY 10TH MARCH 2010
Schedules from: www.workingtrials.co.uk or write to Carla Nieuwenhuizen, Ryelands
House, Aynho, Banbury, Oxon, OX17 3AT (S.A.E. PLEASE). For any other information (not for schedule) phone: 01869-810646.
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WEST HERTS WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
26th – 28th March 2010
(Thursday 25th March if entries warrant)
Wood Farm, Piccotts End, Hemel Hempstead, Hertfordshire.
Judges:
		
		
		
		

T.D. Stake
Ron Jaques
W.D. Stake
Gary Martin
U.D. Stake
Belinda Spensley
C.D. Stake
Jan Vallack
C&A
Vana Moody
All work will be completed in one day
Tracking Stakes:
CD Stake:

ENTRY FEES:
£15.00 (£1 reduction for members)
£12.00 (£1 reduction for members)

ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY 13TH MARCH 2010.
Schedules from / Entries with fees to:
Trials Manager: Penny Bann, The Gate House, Crabb’s Hill, Hatfield Peverel
Essex CM3 2NZ. Tel 01245 382661 (Please Enclose SAE)
MIDLAND COUNTIES GERMAN SHEPHERD DOG ASSOCIATION
OPEN WORKING TRIAL
28th April – 2nd May 2010
The Snooty Fox, Ollerton, Notts. NG22 9AD
JUDGES:
		
		
		
		

PD
WD
UD
CD
C&A

Paul Morling
Laura Bardwell
Janette Sayer
David Waite
David Waite

CD/UD/WD/PD – all work in one day
Entry Fees: Tracking stakes £18.00, CD £16.00
(£2.00 reduction for paid up members)
ENTRIES MUST BE RECEIVED BY FRIDAY 26TH MARCH 2010
Schedules/entry forms from and Entries and Fees to :David Waite 22 Laburnum Grove, Hucknall, Nottingham. NG15 6BH
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ASPADS

WORKING TRIALS SOCIETY
CHAMPIONSHIP WORKING TRIAL
At: ENFIELD
F i n i s h i n g on S u n 4 t h AP R IL 2010
TD Stake
WD Stake
UD Stake
CD Stake

Judges

Frances Ball
Les Theobald
Chris Stewart
Jan Vallack

All WD, UD and CD work in one day, WD early in week, UD at end
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 4TH MARCH 2010
Please Enclose SAE
Entries with entry fee to Trials Manager:
Mrs Vana Moody, 35 Chace Avenue, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire, EN6 5LZ

Tel: 01707 651724

OPEN WORKINGTRIAL

At: Scarborough
On F r i d a y 7 t h – S u n d a y 9 t h M AY 2010
TD Stake
WD Stake
UD and CD Stakes

Judges

Suzanne Plumb
Dave Craven
Richard Musgrave

All work in one day. Earlier days will be used if necessary.
ENTRIES TO BE RECEIVED BY: WED 8 APRIL 2010
Please Enclose SAE
Entries with entry fee to:
Mr Barry Gilbert, Lindum, Horsegate Field Road, Goxhill, North Lincolnshire, DN19 7NN
Tel: 01469 531301

NOTICE OF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
The A.G.M will take place on Sunday 18th April 2010, at Gayton Village Hall, Gayton, Northamptonshire
commencing at 10.00am.

Entry Fees for 2010 Trials: Tracking Stakes, £20.00 – CD, £15.00
Fully paid up members may deduct £2 per entry
For Schedules and/or Membership Information (S.A.E. please)
Contact: Hon Sec: Judy Meekings, 189 Guildford Road, Lightwater, GU18 5RB.
Tel: 01276 475225 Mob: 07795 086843 Email: judymeekings@yahoo.co.uk
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